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Finding Mesoscale Ocean Structures with
Mathematical Morphology Aii)1t oe

Suzanne MI. Lea \

Department of Mlatheinatics, The Univer~sityqf ofXrth Carolina ait G;re'ensboro~

Matthew Lybanon
Remnote Sensing Branch, Naval Research Laboratory. Stennis Space Cenrter

We introduce a technique to aid in interpreting' INTRODUC'TION
infrared satellite images of the North Atlantic lnfrareoT satellite imlage's of' the ocean provide
Ocean Gulf Streamt region. Present intecrpretive surface Wimperattire ineaSiicre n eits whichi can be
methods are largely manual, require significant usedl eitL~er to supplement local jmeasujreme~ntS at
effort, and are highly dependent onl the intacrpreter's various d-pths obtained by conventional oceano-
skill. Our quasiautomnated technique is based~ on graphic t, chuititcs or to' provide infi )rinatioti
mathematical morphology, specifically the image about an 'as of the oceait wI erc dlata fromcntn-
transformations of opening and closing, which are tional techniques is sparse. Figure 1( shos at
defined in termns of erosion and dilation. 1/w iraple- sample infrared image of' the (;ulf'Strcanio area of
mnentation performns successive openingsv andl clos- the Atlantic Ocean. Brig~ht areas in this inlage
ings at increasing thresholds until a stable division correspondl to l)Wtemperatures, either of' the
int o objects and background isfinind. This method ocean surlacc or of* clouds.
finds the North ""all of the Gulf St ream in approxi- The~ Gulw Streami transports tropical water and
mately the samne place as human analy sts and hetoelagdiacsnldrvsmivps-

another automnatedl procedure, and does less cal processes in the Atlantic. Areas of'close'd cir~ct-
.smoothing of small irregularitie~s than the other lation (vortices) near the Guilf*Stream, called rings
two methods, The North Wall is; continuous arid or eddies, f'orm part of the Gulf Stream system.
sharp except where obscured by clouds. Perfor- The Oulf Streami and its associated ecldi'es are
mance in locating warmn-care eddies is also com pa- examples of mnesoscale (50-300( kill in) size) ocean
rable 11o the other methods. However, the present features.
procedure dboes not find/ cold-core rings well. lWe Presently, interpretation of'satellite ocean im-
are presentli investigating ways to reduce the ae spromdlreyb uas oie
effects of clouds and delete the unwanted water qiient1y* interjpretation is a' lengthy andi laborious
areas fo~und by the method. We expect to be able proces-s, as vvell as stmb~ecti,%e in natuire and highly
to improve the cold-core eddy perfo~rmance. dependent on the interpreter's skill. To addres~s

this, problem, an automated system is being dev el-
Addr('s% (orrespon~deIW(' to) Matthew Ixhbanonl. RetIef~( Sensing opedf to interpret n-esos('ale features for these

Iirwi i. NadIl Ho-scarcli L~ak St.eno1is SpaceCentei ir. %I S 39529- images. vie system, or compIonents of it, are
5004.
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ATIedd~ies, Sinc 111'kuinirical. miodeils Ibascd 011 plk\sical
llrinciplcs cannot yet prc(lict cdI1'k miotion \%(-]I
thel( latter problemi is fiscuisscd 1,% I A Ihiimii adi
Thlompsoni (1991), and I xhanon ut al. (199)qo.

The present work, k rt'Ie\ aid( to the sci~niiieta-
tioll ani( sviithesis portionis of' the S\Stvlii: Tis~

article discuss5es tlie use of'maii iathiatic.al niorphiol-
ogv to find( ude(Ili' Lind the North WAll 0o' tho
(izlf Streamn. Pre\ otis work iii this area hiad uised
primarily statisticail pattern ro cog.iiit ii tcchi-
fli(11W5 and dIeci~sion theorx isec I faraliuk iI 9S2;
Ilat er work apear i~ i i eroiitt al! (982) o i tt
(1 983)o, Janowitz I1985), arid Nieoli (19S74).)
Szo.zechowvski (1991) discutsses usitiii the Mlarl-
1-ildreth operator to detect vddics.

DATA AND PROCESSING
Fig~ure 1. An original imnage of tbe Go0 lf Strt-am area of the
Atlantic Ocean from) NOAA-9. Trhe imiage is at \arinesi- Infrared images of' the Gul1 f' Streami area of' thw
pixel composite of images acquired 7-S March 18.Atlantic Ocean are( obtainied f+ rlio ( h quid I
B~right areas iii the image corresponud to low teniperatiores.I
The imtage is display.ed using histograin equalizationi to eni- (10.3-11.3 Pril) of' the Ad\vanced very I hivIlh lReo-
hance the conitrast." lution Radiometer (A'I I B B) ab)oard the N( AA-9

and NOAA- 11 satellites. This instrinci ilt pro-
duices 2048 1 0-bit samples per scan litiu iii each
channel. Tile, reslilthig imnages are proiccss((l to

et al. (1990), and Lybanon et al]. (1990). This 512 x 512 pixels wvith S brits oiiiiiteisitv. They are
systemr divides the problem into four parts: seg- 512 x 5 12-pixel sections with at pixel size of' 2.5
mentation, feature labeling, feature synthesis, and kin., The 8-bit intensity rainge covers thec temipera-
mesoscale extrapolation. toire range of' interest with the inlstruinme;it's h'lll

The segmentation portion of the systemi pres- thermal resolution. Tile, imiages uised inl tme stuldy
entlv consists of edge detection using the grey-,- are warniiist-pixel comiposit('s of two or- miore' ('oil-
level cooccurrence matrix, as described hy1w olyer scetitive images, to reduce' clould cover.
and Peckinpaugh (1989; Peckinpauglr amid HIoler, The algorithm uised to find eddies and the
1991). C~avula et al. (1991) compare that method North Wall of the Gulf' Streamr is b~ased( onl the
with another. Cambridge (1991) and Lybariou et image transformations of openIing and( closingl de-
al, (1990) discuss incorporation of region detec- \-eloped by Se rra (1982) ill colnictiiiii withl teN-
tioii into this stage (see also Haddon an(l Boyce, hire analysis of digital images. Useful re-,iew\%s ani(
1990). The fei'ture labeling process uses a relax- discuissions mnay be f'Ound in I faralick et al. (I 9STh
ation labeling techlniquie dute to Krishnakinmar et and( WVilson (1989). A compipcto' description of'this
al. (1990), and Krislinaktinar and Ivengar (1991); algorithmi and] its impleimentationl f'or astrolnomical
the uise of genetic algorithms is also being investi- images is given by 1w1 a and] Kellar (1 989). Lea
gated, ats described by Buickles and Petry (1991 ). (1991) (lisetisses adaptations of' thle algorithml I'(-
F'eatilre .svi~ltesis combines (liseonti in lolls labeled (jlii'('( for)I its Ilse with infrared satellite iniages of'
edges into continuous features, suich as at normlal oceans-; these adaptations aire simimiimriized below.
mode reconstruction of the Gulf Stream's North The ope'rationls of opening, andt (.losinig are
W~ail, presented by MNolinelli and Flanigan (1987). dlefinedl iii termis of' the f~amiliar erosion an(1 (ila-

IMolinelli et al. (1991) also disculss the use of tion operations. Thel( operations can best be under-
neural networks to syiithesize North Walls.] The stoodI by ('olsitleriug at single row of' anl imlage
Tnesoscale extrapolation module uises anl expert (Fig. 2). The st ruethire elcineilt (at 3-1 )ixel-wide
systemn to predict kinernatically the motion of' rectangle, in this ease) slides along the( line, withi
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Figure 2. The erosion and dilation operations. a) The structure element is the rectangle 3 pixels wide I)\ 4 intensity units
high. b) One line of an image 16 pixels wide is displayed. The structure element slides along this line, as discussed in the
text. c) The resulting eroded image (see text). d) The resulting dilated image (see text). e) The resulting opened and
closed image (see text).

its center corresponding successively to pixels 3 x 3 may be used, but the 3 x 3 size gives the
2-15 of the image. For erosion, when the entire smoothest edges on the images used.
rectangle fits tinder or at the image intensity line, An opening is an erosion followed by a dilation
the pixel in the transformed image corresponding of the eroded image. A closing is a dilation fol-
to the center pixel of the rectangle is given the lowed by an erosion of the dilated image. The
minimum intensity of the pixel and its two neigh- implementation opens the image and then closes
hors in the original image; otherwise, the pixel is the opened image at a particular threshold (box
set to zero intensity. (A structure element having height). The output of this step is the input to
odd width n would be compared to n - I neigh- the next step, opening, and closing at a higher
bors.) For dilation, if any pixel of the rectangle threshold. The process is repeated until a stable
fits under or at the image intensity line, the corre- division into objects and background has been
sponding center pixel is given the maximum in- found. The division is considered stable when
tensity of the pixel and its two neighbors in the no pixels change classification (from object to
original image; otherwise, the pixel is set to zero background or the reverse) between the begin-
intensity. In three dimensions, the rectangle be- ning of an opening and closing step and its end.
comes a box, and there are eight neighbors to The implementation will not find eddies di-
be considered in determining the minimum or rectly in the ocean images for three reasons: First,
maximum. Structure elements of size larger than the implementation expects to find bright objects
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against a (lark background; second, it expectS to iiiianibiguoirslv classified as a result of this proce-
find objects which are uniform or increaSe in (lure.
intensity toward their centers; and third, it ex- Iii the output image. pixels iii objeets fimiid
Ix�cts to find (or reject) tue brightest objects in are set to t) iuitensitv, and pixels in the background
the image. (In oilier words, the implementation have their intensities set to the x alue in tIme origi-
was originally designed to fjn(l stars iii astronomi- rial ilnilge. And)iguous pixels are assigiwd to what-
cal images.) Although it might be preferable to ever category they happen to occupy at the time
adjust the algorithm to find eddies directl�, (loing the iteration is stopped. Ihe lwlia' ior mA the algo-
so would require knowing the approximate mien- rithm at the edges of oh�eck (aiISeS a I-pixel-wide
sit� range of the eddies before processing. Acquir- border to be discard('d from this 1)11 tj)ut image.

ing this information, however. re(luires finding The output image trommi the pi e� ions pro-
the eddies themselves. Fortummatelv, prepro- cessimig step is used as the input image f�r the
yessing the NOAA images makes use of tile ex- final f)rocessing step. In this step. the opening
isting implementation possible. an(l closing operations are 1i5U(] again, with both

Fht? iiiitial preprocessing step is to invert the a smallem iiKreillelit and a smaller initial threshold
image, so that regions of high intensity correspond (since the brightest Ol)�C('t5 hla'e been removed).
tO) hot objects. Since the opening anol closing to seI)arate remaining hot objects from the col(ler
operations are used to remove both very hot and l)ackgrouml(l and remove the background. ( )pera-
cold Ol)jects, it might seem that this step is unnec- lion of this stage of the processing is sPeeded up
essarv; in practice. however, the iinplenmeiitation both by keeping oril� 5iZLd)lC object.s (e.g.. 25 x 25)
finds warm-core eddies more reliably i Uthe images and Lw starting the iteration at a nonzero intensity
are inverted. This increaseol reliability is ascribed threshold. The value of this threshold can be
to the fact that warm-core eddies look more like estimated from the output images of the first step:
stars in inverteol i niages.

After image inversion, the opening and closing I 32A3(tn I 235) - ().:36a - 2n. (2)
operations are used to find and remove very hot tE�nation (2). like Eq. (1). is a multivariate least-
ol)jects (usually laud and the Gulf Stream). Opera- squares fit to the set of output images resulting
lion of this stage of the processing is speeded from performing the first processing step on the
up by starting the iteration at a relatively large set of test images. (.onsequentlv. the co('fhclents
intensity threshold. Arm estimate of its value can of m and a ma� var� with season here also.]
be determined from the unprocessed unage: The relaxeol criterion for separating ol)iects from

l)ackgroun(I is tiseol here as well.
= 120.7(mn /235) + {).30a - 2n, (1) In the output image from this step. pixels in

where t is the threshold, m is the largest intensity objects are assigned the intensity of the original
present in the image, a is the average image image, and pixels in the background are assigne(1
intensity, and ii is the average of the square roots intensity values of (1 Ambiguous l)ixels again are
of the intensities. [The coefficients of m and (I in assigned to whatever category they occupy at the
Eq. (1) may var� with season; the equation is a time the iteration stops. A I -pixeh-'vide border is

multivariate least-squares fit to the set of test also removed from this output image.
images, which were mostl v ol)tai ned di in ng April
and May.] For best results, the criterion for sepa-
rating objects from l)aekground needs to be re- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
laxed, Exactly two iterations are performed; if
0.2% or more, but fewer than 1.0% of the pixels Figures 3-6 sho�v the results of using the imple-
are still changing classification, a new threshold mentation On various images. In each case, image
is estimated from the visual resuhs, and two itera- a is the original (inverted) image. image I) is image
tions are done starting at that value. This process a with l)night objects removed, showing the North
is repeated until the results are satisfactory. Some Wall of the Gulf Stream, an(l image c is image b
pixels remain ambiguously classified as a conse- with COIdI objects removed. Image d (if present)
quence of using only two iterations; however, in shows, for comparison, the results of a human
the images stuolied, 99.3-99.8% of the pixels are analysis and another automated analysis. The lat-
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